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“Drata is an engineering 
powerhouse. The solution they’ve 
developed is well ahead of 
othermarket players, and their 
approach to deep, native 
integrations provides users with 
the mostadvanced automation 
available.”

Drata builds the world's most advanced security and compliance automation platform with 

themission to help businesses earn and keep the trust of their users, customers, partners, 

andprospects. With Drata’s technology and unparalleled support team, companies can quickly 

andsuccessfully complete audits, continuously monitor controls, and seamlessly expand their 

securityassurance efforts as they scale.

Automation doesn’t mean a handful of automatic uploads or 

alerts. It means advancedintegrations across a multitude of 

controls and instant visibility into your security program. 

Dratacustomers report a time savings of 85%+ when 

compared to handling compliance manually.

Drata’s solution supports and grows with your business. Whether you’re an early-stage 

companylooking to fulfill or comply with SOC 2, ISO 27001, or HIPAA requirements, or an 

enterprise player seeking to automatean internal security program with custom controls, Drata’s 

constantly growing platform providesthe functionality and flexibility you require. All at the 

highest level of automation available.

Philip Martin

Chief Security Officer at Coinbase

The Drata platform maps controls across frameworks, allowing you to view all of your controls at

once and see how they apply to and overlap with SOC 2, ISO 27001, HIPAA and more. Easily gain

compliance across multiple frameworks without redundancy, supporting a comprehensive and

continuous approach to your overall security posture.

Learn what sets Drata apart.

We Lead in Automation

We Meet You Where You’re At

We Help You Establish Your Foundation

drata.com



“In a matter of minutes, we had Drata integrated with our environment and 

continuouslymonitoring our controls. We’re now able to see our audit-readiness in real time 

and receivetailored insights outlining exactly what needs to be done to remediate gaps.”

drata.com

Features like pre-mapped controls, dynamic policy templates, HRIS integrations, and 

in-platformsecurity awareness training have all been built to ensure customer ease and access. 

And when acontrol starts to fail, our detailed product dashboard will alert and let users know 

exactly whatneeds to be done to regain full compliance.

We believe in practicing what we preach. That’s why we used our technology to gain our 

ownSOC 2 Type 1 and Type 2 report. And we’ve been backed by some of the industry’s top 

investors,including Silicon Valley CISO Investments, a syndicate made up of the world’s leading 

CISOs...allexecutives with a deep understanding of security and compliance.

Leading in automation doesn’t mean we lose sight of the human side of doing business. 

We’recommitted to supporting, partnering with, and most importantly listening to our 

customers everystep of the way. Check out what our customers are saying at 

g2.com/products/drata/.

See for yourself why Drata wins against competitors over 90% of the time. 
Visit drata.com to schedulea demo today.

We Provide a Seamless User Experience

We Walk the Walk

We’re Committed to Our Customers

“Drata didn’t build a product they 

thought the market wanted. They did 

the work to understandwhat the 

market actually needed. This 

customer-first focus is clearly 

reflected in their platform’stechnical 

sophistication and features.”

Colin Anderson, 

CISO at Ceridian

Christine Smoley

Security Engineering Manager at Clearco

https://drata.com/

